
Basic mechanisms of cell communication:

Neuronal communication

Endocrine communication:

Neuroendocrine communication

Sinapsi

Quick answer 
fast 

muscular and secretory cells

Slow response
durable

Cell functions, metabolism



Synaptic
Transmission



Specialized contact sites that allow 
the transmission of the nerve signal 
from one neuron to another

Connecting elements between nerve 
cells

Synapses: what are they?



A synapse is a site of close contact between a neuron 
and a target cell, such that an electrical signal in the 
neuron leads to a change in the probability that the 
target cell will produce an action potential.

-if the probability increases, the synapse is excitatory

-if the probability decreases, the synapse is inhibitory



Synaptic transmission is the closest example of 
intercellular communication

• Synaptic transmission

the target cell is distant <1 μm

• Paracrine transmission 

the target cell is usually a few μm away

• Humoral transmission

the target cell can be anywhere in the body



Neurons and targets



Neural networks



General structure

A synapse is made up of 
specialized structures 

both in the presynaptic termination 
and in the postsynaptic cell



Electrical synapses vs. chemical synapses

ChemicalElectrical

The variation of the membrane potential 
of a cell is transmitted to another adjacent 
for direct current flow. 
They are located in the CNS and peripheral 
of vertebrates and invertebrates where it is 
necessary a high speed of connection and 
synchronization in the activity of 
neighboring neurons

The variation of the membrane potential of a 
cell is transmitted to an adjacent cell by 
releasing a chemical transmitter triggered by 
the action potential of the presynaptic 
neuron. 
The chemical transmitter acts on specialized 
proteins of the post-synaptic membrane, 
changing its permeability to ions



Electrical synapses vs. chemical synapses





Electrical synapses 
morphologythe wave of depolarization of 

the action potential passes from 
one cell to another through a 
specialized structure, 
the gap junction

Connexon:
it is made up of 6 protein 
subunit arranged in 
hexagon that surround a 
channel permeable to 
water.

The electric synapses are 
joined by a plate-shaped 
gap, between which a space 
of less than 3 nm runs.

They are among the largest 
pores that are known. Their 
diameter is such as to allow 
the passage of the largest cell 
ions and organic 
micromolecules



The electric synapses allow direct flow of ionic 
current from one cell to another



Small molecules can easily pass between cells 
connected through gap-junction (connexons)

• Weight molecules up to ~ 2 kDa can pass 
from one cell to another electrically 
connected to it

• Fluorescent molecules such as yellow lucifer 
pass through gap-junctions - the connected 
cells are called "dye-coupled."



Three types of gap-junction 
homomeric/homotypic 
heteromeric 
heterotypic 

Homotypic or heterotypic gap 
junctions comprise two 
identical or two different types 
of hemichannel, respectively. 

Homomeric or heteromeric 
hemichannels
are composed of one or more 
connexin (or possibly pannexin) 
isoforms, respectively. 

Each hemichannel represents an 
assembly of six connexin 
protein subunits. 

Goran Söhl et al Nature reveiw neurosci 2005

Molecular organization and gap-junction topology



Connexin protein subunits are tetra-spanning membrane proteins that share 
three  conserved extracellular cysteine residues, which are crucial for docking.

The subunits vary mainly in their cytoplasmic loop and carboxy-terminal 
region. 

S–S represents conserved disulphide bonds in the extracellular domains of 
connexins. 

Connessine



Improve network activity by 
synchronizing a large number of 
neuronal sets and their oscillatory 
activity (perception, memory and 
learning)

Due to the size of the pores (16-20 Å diameter) ions passe(above all K +) but also 
second messengers such as IP3 and cAMP

A cosa servono le gap junction quando coesistono 
con le sinapsi chimiche?



In the Hippocampus the gamma oscillations depend on gap junctions

Where gap junctions are expressed?



Electrical coupling between 
retinal cells

Where gap junctions are expressed?



Where gap junctions are expressed?

•During development 
All cells in the initial stage of the embryo are coupled with gap junctions. This 
coupling, and its subsequent loss, can be related to the fate of the cells.

•In the epithelia
Many epithelia are made by sheets of paired cells. This coupling is regulated: damaged 
cells are decoupled from their neighbors.

•In the heart
the heart muscle cells are coupled in a syncithium, which allows conduction of the 
cardiac action potential in a coordinated manner.

•In the central nervous system 
the coupling in the CNS seems to be important for the generation of coordinated 
behaviors of cell populations, and, in invertebrates for the rapid escape reaction.



Where gap junctions are expressed?

Heart
smooth muscle
neuron-glia

escape systems 
invertebrates 
fish





Speed



Activation also subthreshold
(electrotonic propagation)

Stimulating 
current pulse



The channels pass through 2 membranes



Ca2+

pH
(Vm)

ions
cAMP
IP3

pre

3.5 nm↨ 20 nm

post



Metabolic coupling due to gap junction: 
Schwann cells

Charcot-Marie-Tooth Syndrome

• Demyelinating disease of peripheral nerves ® sensory-motor
neuropathy.

• There is a form linked to the X chromosome.

• The X-linked form is associated with point mutations in a connexin
gene expressed by Schwann cells (Cx32).

• ® alteration of metabolite flows from the outer (perinuclear) region
of the Schwann cell to the internal myelin layers.



Metabolic coupling due to gap junction: 
Schwann cells



Electrical coupling due to gap junction:



Electrical coupling due to gap junction:



Metabolic coupling due to gap-junction: 
astrocytes

Ca2 + waves induced by neuronal activity

Glutamate release
¯

activation of metabotropic astrocytic glutamate receptors
¯

release of Ca2 + IP3-mediated
¯

Ca2+ signal amplification (CICR)
¯

propagation of Ca2 + signal via gap junction
¯

NOS activation ® NO production
¯

vasodilation









Chemical 
synapses



Chemical synapses



The neuromuscular junction

Chemical synapses



CNS synapses 
Depending on which the postsynaptic part is invvolved



CNS synapses – “Gray types”
Depending on the relationship between the pre-and post-synaptic termination thickness, the 
following is distinguished:



Why have chemical synapses? 

Chemical synapses can modify the input signal:

1. Amplification

2. Reversal

3. Time extension

4. Plasticity phenomena



1. Arrival of the action potential in the axon 
terminal

2. Activation of activated voltage calcium 
channels

3. Ca2 + input into the terminal that 
stimulates vesicle fusion with the plasma 
membrane

4. Release of the neurotransmitter in the 
synaptic space

5. Linking the neurotransmitter to 
postsynaptic membrane receptors

6. Postsynaptic changes due to different 
membrane permeability

Sequence of events (chemical synapses)



Resting and activated synapses



Sequence of events (chemical synapses)



Resting and activated synapses: minis







Sinapsi gigante del calamaro per isolare le 
correnti al calcio

Ca2+ channels open in response to depolarization



Ca2+ channels open in response to depolarization



A strong depolarization suppresses the calcium 
currents until the end of the depolarizing impulse

Augustine G, Charlton M, Smith S (1985) Calcium entry into voltage-calmped 
presynaptic terminals of squid. J Physiol 367:143-162.

Off response



Lavoro basato sulla sinapsi gigante del calmato a varie T

The peak of the calcium currents is in the 
descending phase of the action potential



They transduce electrical signals into metabolic signals

Voltage gated Ca2+ channels

Selectively permeble to Ca2+



Low threshold

High threshold

Striated muscle,
cardiac, smooth,
Endocrine cells

neurons

Heart
neurons

Neurotrasmitter
release

Voltage sensor
entrance Ca2 +

Voltage gated Ca2+ channels



•Pore sodium permeability in the absence of calcium

•Voltage-dependent inactivation of conformational 
change at the entrance of the canal

•Inactivation Ca2+-dependent

Excitation-Contraction
Stimulus-secretion

Voltage gated Ca2+ channels









•Consequences of BAPTA injection into the presynaptic terminal: slowing of release

Ca2 + is necessary for the release of NT

Adler EM, Augustine GJ, Duffy SN, Charlton MP (1991) Alien intracellular calcium chelators attenuate 
neurotransmitter release at the squid giant synapse. JNeurosci 11:1496-1507.



Consequences of the arificial increase of [Ca2 +] i in the terminal: increase in the 
probability of release. 

Ca2 + is sufficient for the liberation of NT

Delaney K, ZuckerRS (1990) Calcium released by photolysis of DM-nitrophenstimulates transmitter 
release at squid giant synapse. J Physiol 426:473-498.



AChE blockers at the neuromuscular junction
–sarin, GB
–Malathion®

Blockers of the re-uptake of the amine transmitters

–dopamine –cocaine
–serotonin –fluoxetine(Prozac ®)

A + R ↔AR + A ↔A2R ↔A2R* ↔A2R 

What happens if we interfere with NT removal?



Del Castillo & Katz, 1957

Quantal release :
(a theory that explains 
the facts)

The presynaptic terminal 
releases quanta of 
neurotransmitter which 
act on the postsynaptic 
membrane, depolarizing 
it









1 vescicle = 1 quantum



The exo-endocytotic cycle of synaptic vesicles



The exo-endocytotic cycle of synaptic vesicles



The exo-endocytotic cycle of synaptic vesicles



Synaptic vesicle pools





Presynaptic proteins 
involved in neurotransmitter 
release





Molecular 
mechanisms of NT 
liberation











Toxins that interfere with the liberation of NT



CLASSIC NEUROTRASMECTORS:
- rapid and precise synaptic action
- self-sufficient terminal 
- specific to SN

Classical and peptide neurotransmitters have 
different functions

PEPTIDIC NEUROTRASMETTERS:
- slower and more modulatory paracrine action
- release requires intense electrical activity
- non self-sufficient terminal 
- common to the endocrine system



Neurotransmitter action







Neurotrasmitter receptors

ormone





NMJ



Synthesis and recycling of Acetylcholine



NMJ



Scheme

V-dip Na+



Excitatory and inhibitory synapses





EPSP







Excitatory and inhibitory synapses coexist 
and modulate with each other



Excitatory and inhibitory synapses coexist 
and modulate with each other






